
A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION FOR 
SUPPLIERS WHO DEMAND QUALITY, 

PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY
Toner Catridges Remanufactured In The UK With The Environment In Mind

www.ecs-uk-ltd.com/epro



WHAT IS EPRO?
As the world is evolving, customer demands and market trends change over time. ECS recognise these changes and demands, as 

well as the critical need for sustainable action in order to safeguard our planet and environment from further harm. Our award-

winning, enhanced EPRO™ range of remanufactured toner cartridges meet these demands through quality and sustainability.

EPRO™ represents our dedicated range of remanufactured toner cartridges and parts and that are available to you directly from 

Effective Consumable Solutions (UK) Ltd - the preferred provider for distributors and office equipment suppliers throughout the 

world.

EPRO™ remanufactured toners are designed specifically for those who appreciate the importance of using only the highest 

quality toners, parts and supplies while being completely committed to protecting the environment and enhancing the green 

credentials of our industry.

The largest remanufactured range in 
the UK and back-to-back winner of  The 
Remanufacturer of the Year Award

Our EPRO™ range covers all 
major manufacturer brands:



THE REMANUFACTURING PROCESS
EPRO™  products are all remanufactured in the UK at our ISO 9001 & 

ISO 14001 remanufacturing plant where we employ only the highest 

technically skilled engineers in the field, precision trained to produce 

the finest, most reliable quality remanufactured toner cartridges for 

you and your customers.

The Greener Side, our recycling branch, ensure that each cartridge  

that is ready to be remanufactured has been hand-picked to reduce 

the possibility of any errors during the remanufacturing process.

EPRO™ products are made using state-of-the-art facilities and filling equipment, combined with modern remanufacturing 

techniques that have been perfected over decades, not only to provide our Partners with the best products possible, but also 

products which meet the demands of our Partners in terms of their quality, performance, reliability, consistency and reduced 

environmental impact. In addition to this, all EPRO™ remanufactured products meet ETIRA requirements.

EPRO™ remanufactured products meet all of your 
requirements without having a detrimental impact on 
the environment.
Prior to release, all EPRO™ products pass through quality control and are approved by our Technical Director, complying with 

mandatory environmental legislation including REACH, COSHH and RoHS. Materials and chemical substances are checked for 

anything that could possibly be harmful to the environment, with each product being supported by a Material Safety Data 

Sheet. 

All EPRO™ products are reliably analysed for the following test indicators and machine environment settings:

Cartridge yield at an industry average 5% coverage

Print analysis, using expert calibrated equipment

Stability of machine wearable components

Paper stock, size, weight, simplex and duplex printing

Low and high print coverage, text and graphics

Energy and resource saving modes

Multiple Device Emulations (Driver Versions)

Architecture Variables (Operating Systems)

Network Configurations and Connection Media

Room and machine operating temperatures

Product Performance Print Job Criteria

Configuration

Environment



WHY USE EPRO?

Reduce Landfill
Currently 85% of OEM cartridges are sent 
to landfill. Only 15% of OEM cartridges are 
remanufactured

Cost Savings
Save between 15 and 50% by using remanufactured toners 
while maintaining levels of quality, performance, reliability 
and consistency

Achieve Circularity
The circular economy should be on every businesses agenda. Using 
remanufactured cartridges can reduce CO2 emissions by 40-60%. 

A Fantastic Reputation
Thanks to our fantastic EPRO range we’ve won The Remanufactuer 
of the Year Award two years in a row. Our cartridges come with 
a fantastic reputation, not only for their environmental qualities 
but for their level of performance too.

Effective Consumable Solutions

Units 11-14 West Stockwith Park,
Stockwith Road, Misterton DN10 4ES

Telephone: +44 (0) 1427 700 700    
Email: info@ecs-uk-ltd.co.uk


